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1 Introduction

We study an open problem, suggested by Kale in COLT 2014 ([1]). The problem
is to find an efficient online sparse classification algorithm, with sub linear regret
compared to the best sparse linear predictor, in terms of the squared loss. The
classifier is sparse in the sense that it can depend on at most k features. We
show that it is impossible for the regret to be O(T 1−ε), where T is the number of
iterations, if the dependency of the regret on the other parameters is polynomial
and if NP 6⊆ BPP, which is a big open problem that is believed to be true.
This was done in the milestone, but we tried to clarify the proof a bit.

Zolghadr et al ([2]) dealt with a similar problem, where each feature has a
specified cost and there is no limit on the number of features. We show similar
hardness results.

We extend the result in the problem offered by Kale by proving that even if
we restrict k to be at most an inverse polynomial in the number of features, we
still get the same hardness results.

2 Model and Theorem

This is an online learning problem with adverserial labels and features, where
there are d features, and in each round t the learner can observe k features of
its choice of xt. It is known that ||xt||2 ≤ 1. Then it predicts a label in [−1, 1],
observes the true label (which is also in [−1, 1]), and suffers the squared loss.
Formally:
For t = 1, . . . , T , the learner:

• selects a subset It ⊆ [d] of size k.

• observes xt(It) i.e. the value of the k selected features of xt.

• makes a prediction ŷt ∈ [−1, 1].

• observes the true label yt ∈ [−1, 1] and sufferes loss (ŷt − yt)2.
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The regret is against the best k-sparse linear predictor with squared norm at
most 1. It is the expectation of the following formula (the expectation is taken
over the random choices of the learner):

T∑
t=1

(ŷt − yt)2 − min
w: ||w||0≤k,||w||2≤1

T∑
t=1

(w · xt − yt)2

The goals are:

1. (Sublinear Regret) Make predictions ŷt so the regret grows like poly(d, k) ·
o(t)

2. (Efficiency) Make these predictions efficiently, i.e. in poly(d, k, t) time per
iteration.

Denote by SREA(p, ε) (Sublinear Regret Efficient Algorithm) algorithms that
achieve these goals, with an expected regret of p(d)T 1−ε where p is a polynomial
and 0 < ε < 1, and denote by SREA any algorithms which are SREA(p, ε) for
some values of p, ε.

We show that there is no SREA unless all the problems in NP can be solved
efficiently using a randomized algorithm, which can be stated as NP ⊆ BPP .
This (i.e. the containment) is believed to be incorrect, and its implications would
be almost as strong as P = NP .

Formally, BPP is the set of all binary functions f , such that there is a
randomized algorithm, A, with the following properties:

1. (Efficiency) A runs in a polynimial time.

2. (Accuracy) For any input x, Pr(A(x) = f(x)) ≥ 2/3.

Theorem 2.1 If NP 6⊆ BPP then there is no SREA.

3 Proof

We show that if there exists an SREA, then there is a randomized algorithm for
the 3 Exact Cover problem, denoted here by 3EC. Since 3EC is NP complete, it
leads to NP ⊆ BPP .

Assume that there exists an SREA(p, ε) for some values of p and ε. We will
show that 3 Exact cover is randomly solvable in polynomial time. 3 Exact Cover
is the problem where we are given a number k and d subsets of {1, . . . , 3k} of
size 3 each, and we are asked whether there are k of the d subsets that their
union equals {1, . . . , 3k}.

3.1 Algorithm

We now describe the randomized algorithm for 3 Exact Cover. Given an input
it does the following steps:

• Creates an online classification problem using some randomness.
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• Runs the SREA on the created problem for a fixed number of steps, and
returns ”true” if and only if the total loss of the SREA is below some
threshold.

Here is the full description of the algorithm: given an input for 3 exact cover,
which consists of a number k and d sets denoted by S1, . . . , Sd, we create an
online classification problem with d features, k which equals to the k in the 3EC

instance and T =
⌈
max

{
48k ln(3),

(
36k2dp(d)

)ε−1
}⌉

. At each iteration t of the

online classification, (xt, yt) will be generated from a probability distribution,
which goes like this: Yt as an auxiliary random variable which is distributed
uniformly in {−1, 1} and holds the sign of yt. Define yt = Yt(kd)−0.5, where
the normalization is in order to fulfill norm constraints. At is another auxiliary
random variable, independent of Yt, that gets a value from {1, . . . , 3k} uniformly.
The purpose of At is to choose an element of 1, . . . , 3k to hold the information of
Yt. As the number of features equals to the number of sets in 3EC, each feature
corresponds to a set. All features that correspond to sets that contain the element
At will have the information of Yt and other features has no information about
it. Thus, if there is an exact cover then we can assure having the information of
Yt by picking the features corresponding to the sets in the cover. If there is no
exact cover then any set of k features will have no information of Yt whenever
At is not in their union.

Having that idea in mind, we define xt. Let x
(i)
t denote entry i of xt. Define

∀1 ≤ i ≤ d, x
(i)
t =

{
Ytd
−0.5 At ∈ Si

0 otherwise

Indeed ||xt||2 ≤ 1 and |y1| ≤ 1.
We run our SREA on the created classification problem for T iterations, and

output that there is an exact cover if and only if the total loss of the SREA is
at most 3p(d)T 1−ε.

3.2 Analysis

We will show that our randomized algorithm has an error with probability of at
most 1/3. Divide into two cases, depending on whether there is an exact cover
or not.

If there is an exact cover, denote it by Si1 , . . . , Sik . Denote w∗ by w∗(i1) =
w∗(i2) = · · · = w∗(ik) = k−0.5, and all the other entries of w∗ are 0. Indeed
||w∗||2 ≤ 1 and ||w∗||0 ≤ k, and for each t, w∗ · xt = yt, thus classification
with w∗ receives 0 penalty. Thus, the expected penalty of the SREA is at most
p(d)T 1−ε − 0, and from Markov inequality we know that the probability that
the penalty is more than 3p(d)T 1−ε is at most 1/3. Thus, with probability of
at least 2/3, the penalty of the SREA is at most 3p(d)T 1−ε and we output the
correct answer.

Assume now that there is no exact cover. Let t be an integer. Let i1, . . . , it
be the indexes of the features that the SREA has observed at time t. Since there
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is no exact cover,
⋃k
j=1 Sij 6= {1, . . . , 3k}. Thus, there exists a ∈ {1, . . . , 3k} \⋃k

j=1 Sij . The probability that At = a is 1
3k , and if it happens then the SREA has

no information of Yt. Given the values of xi1 , . . . , xik , and given that At = a, yt is
still distributed uniformly in {−(dk)−0.5, (dk)−0.5}. Thus, given that At = a, the

probability that sign(ŷt) 6= Yt is 0.5. If it is the case, (ŷt−yt)2 ≥
(
(kd)−0.5

)2
= 1

kd .
Thus,

P
(

(ŷt − yt)2 ≥
1

kd

)
≥ P (At = a)P (sign(yt) 6= sign(ŷt)|At = a) ≥ 1

3k

1

2
≥ 1

6k

We will bound the probability that the total loss is low. Let Zt be the indicator
to whether (ŷt − yt)2 ≥ 1

kd . Note that E(Zt) ≥ 1
6k . Let Z =

∑T
t=1 Zt. Chernuff

bound states that if Z1, . . . , ZT are independent random variables taking values
from {0, 1}, and Z is their sum, then for all δ > 0,

P (Z ≤ (1− δ)E(Z)) ≤ e−
E(Z)δ2

2

For δ = 0.5,

P
(
Z ≤ T

12k

)
≤ P

(
Z ≤ E(Z)

2

)
≤ e−

E(Z)
8 ≤ e−

T
8·6k ≤ e−

48k ln(3)
48k =

1

3

Thus, with probability at least 2
3 , the loss is at least T

12k
1
dk = T

12dk2
≥ 3p(d)T 1−ε.

Where the last inequality follows from the fact that we chose T to be at least(
36k2dp(d)

) 1
ε . Since whenever the loss is at least 3p(d)T 1−ε we return that there

is no cover, then with probability at least 2
3 we are correct.

4 Showing Impossibility when k is Bounded

A possible question one may ask given the previous section is whether there
exists a family of k’s for which there is a SREA using k-sparse, bounded linear
classifers as discussed previously.

In the following section we prove that for k’s which are O(dc) for some c in
[0, 1] the answer is no.

Theorem 4.1 Let c be some real number in [0, 1]. There is no SREA for the
subfamily of problems for which k ≤ dc which uses k-sparse linear classifiers with
l2 norm upper bounded by 1.

Note that we prove for k ≤ dc instead of k = O(dc) as the proof will remain
the same.

Proof

Let us assume in contradiction that there is a SREA for the problem above and
let P be some instance of the general problem with k and d that do not necessarily
suffice k ≤ dc and derive a SREA for solving P, resulting in a contradiction. If
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for our P it suffices that: k ≤ dc then it is SREA solvable by our assumption,
thus let us assume the contrary.

By concatenating 0’s to each sample O(d
1
c times and not changing y, we can

construct a new problem P’ with its own k’ and d’ such that k′ = k and d’ which
is defined to be the length of the vector which is achieved after the concatenation
of 0’s. For such problem it is true that k′ ≤ d′c and by our assumption there is
a SREA that solves P’.

We are ready to define a SREA for P. For a given problem P, construct P’
and answer similarly to the SREA that we assume exists.

In order to establish that this indeed is a SREA we need to prove 3 claims.

Claim A The algorithm is valid: It uses a valid linear classifier.

Claim B The algorithm is efficient.

Claim C The algorithm has sublinear regret.

We shall prove them all 1 by 1, starting from claim A.

Claim A: The algorithm is valid: It uses a valid linear classifier

We need to show that the classification of our black box algorithm was derivable
using a k-sparse, l2 norm bounded by 1 d dimentional linear classifier and indeed,
if w’ is the d’ dimentional linear classifier used by our black box algorithm, as
all entries after the first d entries of each sample in P’ are comprised of 0’s, we
can construct w, a k-sparse vector with l2 norm upper bounded by 1 by choosing
w”s first d entries. Clearly both w and w’ will classify x and x’ the same way
and as w’ was k′ = k sparse, any subset of its entries comprise a k sparse vector.
Also, as w’ has l2 norm upper bounded by 1, a vector comprised by a subset of
his entries would have lower l2 norm and thus this finishes the proof of claim A.

Claim B: The algorithm is efficient

The construction of P’ is polynomial in k, d and t, the runtime of the efficient
algorithm on P’ is polynomial in its arguments, therefor, polynomial in k’, d’
and t’ and as k′ = k, t′ = t and d’ is polynomial in d, the runtime is polynomial
in k, d and t.

Claim C: The algorithm has sublinear regret.

It is clear by our construction.

Summarization

Thus, we have constructed a SREA to solve P, using k-sparse, l2 norm bounded
by 1 linear classifiers which by the previous section is shown to be impossible,
resulting in a contradiction.
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5 Costly features

Zolghadr et al. ([2]) proposed a similar problem, where the number of features
that we have access to at each iteration is not bounded by k, but we have to
pay for each feature i a price 0 ≤ ci ≤ 1. Here our loss would be the sum of the
squared classification error and the costs of the labels that we have observed,
and we would like to minimize the regret with respect to the best linear classifier.
Define the notion of SREA similarly to the previous problem. We explain briefly
why there is no SREA for this problem unless NP ⊆ BPP .

Given an SREA we create an efficient algorithm for 3 Exact Cover, which
goes the following: given an input for 3 exact cover, we create a classification
problem as in the previous problem, with the difference that now each feature
has a cost of d−10. We simulate the SREA for a large enough number T of
iterations, and return ”true” if and only if the total error of the SREA is below
T (k + 1

2)d−10.
In order to bound the error probability of our 3EC algorithm, we divide into

two cases, depending on whether the input of 3EC has an exact cover or not.
If there is an exact cover, then there is a k-sparse classifier with 0 error.

The loss for that classifier at any round is kd−10. Since the expected regret of
our SREA is not high, then using Markov inequality, it will not be low with
high probability, and if T is big enough then the total loss of our SREA will be
below T (k + 1

2)d−10 with probability 2/3 and we will output that there is an
exact cover (actually the regret can be negative, which doesn’t allow using the
Markov inequality but this is negligible because it is usually nonnegative and if
it is negative then not by much usually).

If there is no exact cover, then, as seen in the proof for the first problem, any
classifier that uses less than k features has an expected loss of at least 1

6dk2
, and

every classifier that uses more than k features has a loss of at least (k + 1)d−10.
If d is big enough, we can assume that any classifier has an expected loss of at
least (k+ 1)d−10. Since the variance of the loss is bounded, we can show that if
T is big enough then with high probability the total loss is at least T (k+ 1

2)d−10,
thus we are correct with high probability.
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